
Issue Programming addressing issue Dates Aired

Health Issues

KNOW THE CAUSE - Researcher, author and lecturer, Doug Kaufmann 

hosts a daily television show called Know The Cause. Upon arriving home 

from his tour of duty in Vietnam as a Hospital Corpsman, Doug found 

himself sick with multiple symptoms that were unable to be remedied by 

conventional therapies. Without the relief of modern medicine, Doug 

began educating himself on the importance of diet, exercise, 

supplementation and sensible living and, in time, was able to reverse all 

of his symptoms. His work, spanning almost 40 years in allergy, 

dermatology, and mycology, has led him to write a series of books and 

develop diet that could stop the progression of certain germs that cause 

much illness. 

04:00-05:00 every Mon - Fri & 

10:00-11:00 every Mon - Fri

Managing Money

RED CHIP MONEY REPORT - The RedChip Money Report, hosted by 

Dave Gentry, an internationally known expert on small-cap stocks, 

features insightful interviews with CEO’s of emerging growth companies, 

analyst interviews, and market commentary. The Money Report also 

teaches the basics of investing in the stock market and principles of 

wealth management. 08:30-09:00 every Sunday

Residents interested in where tax dollars are 

going towards public services

COMMUNITY FOCUS WITH MICHAEL KNEESE - KVNV visited White 

Pine County Emergency Operations Center and asked questions about 

their operation and how they help the community. 11:00-11:30 Sun 01/06/13

Residents interested in where tax dollars are 

going towards public services

COMMUNITY FOCUS WITH MICHAEL KNEESE - KVNV visited White 

Pine County Sherrif's Office and asked questions about their operations 

and how they help the community. 14:00-14:38 Sun 01/06/13

BLM Involvement in Community

COMMUNITY FOCUS WITH MICHAEL KNEESE - KVNV invited the BLM 

to discuss their activities in our community. One main subject that was 

discussed was the horse gather in the pancake complex. 11:00-11:30 Sun 02/10/13

Communication problems with teens and 

parents

COMMUNITY FOCUS WITH MICHAEL KNEESE - KVNV produced an 

episode which highlighted the youth program called Reset Your Life. One 

of the facilitators, Phil Henry, discussed common communication 

problems with teens and parents. He talked about the weeken program 

that is held in Las Vegas so parents and teens can learn to communicate 

more effectively. 14:00-14:38 Sun 01/27/13

Lack of Nevada News

NOON and 6PM LIVE NEWS CAST FROM KRNV OUT OF RENO - 

KVNV got permission to air this live news cast received via internet

12:00-12:30 & 18:00-18:30 

every Mon - Fri

Lack of Nevada Political Programming

EYE ON WASHINGTON - KVNV airs this program that is produced in 

Washington DC by Joyce Communications. Marilee Joyce interviews 

members of Congress in discussions about the Federal issues most 

important to Nevada. 11:30-12:00 every Sunday
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